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The head field distribution of asymmetric ring heads with several
inclination angles has been calculated. Both the I-Ix and Hy components
of the field at large angles of inclination and low spacings exhibit good
behaviour which can be beneficially exploited to improve the halfwidth
and the peak level of the signal. These and other characteristic features
and the potential applications to longitudinal and perpendicular record-
ing are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A high density of bits is a key concern in the development of digital computers. The
theoretical and experimental studies of both longitudinal and vertical modes of magnetic
recording all support the idea that magnetic recording is write-field limited and not demag-
netization limitedí. Fundamental limitations to head field gradients give rise to a minimum
transition width that is larger than the simple stability-versus-demagnetization limit2. For
this reason, it is highly desirable to find a magnetic head that has both large field gradient
in the writing process, and a narrow width of field in the reproducing process. With this aim
in mind we calculate in this paper the head field distribution of asymmetry ring heads with
several inclination angles, discuss salient features of each configuration and point out the
optimum conditions whereby high bit density recording can be obtained.

II. FIELD DISTRIBUTION OF AN ASYMMETRIC RING HEAD

The essence of an asymmetric ring head is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an infinitely

permeable magnetic core in a ring shape with a constant potential difference Ve across the
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air gap g which is inclined at an angle 0. The head core carries N
magneto-motive-force NI. The head core reluctance is neglected.
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FIG. 1 Structure of an asymmetric ring head.

To obtain the head field distribution we write a generalized Schwartz-Christoffel trans-
formation that maps a given geometry of recording head in the Z(x,y)-place onto the real
axis in the complex W(u,v)-plane, as shown in Fig. 2, as follows

dZ D - l
- = A(w + 1 - 0) D
dW

-(W_ 1 -&p

in which D is related to the inclination angle 8, 0 is related to the coordinate
. corner in the W plane in relation to that in the Z-plane, and A is related to the

(1)

of the head
magnifica-

Z - p l a n e - W - p l a n e

FIG. 2 Conformal mapping, from the Z-plane to the W-plane

tion (shrinkage) of the transformation itself. By means of numerical integration and the
proper boundary conditions we oftain the following results:

e = 90” , A=0.318  , P = 0 ,  D=2
e = 60” , A = 0.328 , fl = 0.333 , D = 3
e = 45” , A = 0.342 , fl = 0.5 , D=4 (la)
6 = 30” , A=0.362  , p = 0.666 , D = 6
8 = 10” , A  =0.425  , p = 0.889 , D = 18

For example, the point D at (0.5, 0) in the Z-plane is mapped into the point Dí in the W-
plane at (1, 0), (1.333, O),  (1.5, O),  (1.667,O)  and (1.889, O), for 0 = 90î,  60î,  45î,  30î and
10î respectively, and so on. Thus, by numerical integration, we can carry out an one-to-
one mapping of any point in the upper half Z-plane to a point in the W-plane, and vice versa
via the inverse mapping. In the W-plane, the magnetic potential of the half line AíCí is VO,
and that of the half line CíEí is 0. If we denote W by (y, CX) in the polar coordinate in the W-
plane then the equipotential lines are (Y = const. The magnetic potential $ at (y, cu) is 2

*
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We have,

= 0 +&/rieb =_ _iv,

n ?rW
(2)

If the magnetic potential in the Z-plane is \k (x, y), the intensity of the magnetic field
has components Hx = _y, HY = -%!$?k,  and

Hx - iHy = - aq(x,y)  + i
ax

aww d* (Z>= _-
ay dZ

dq(W)/ dZ= _- -=
dW dW

D-l

= iv,, [nA(W + 1 - P)- (W - 1 - p)ë]-’ (3)

The equipotential lines are crowded near the acute corner of the head gap, and the potential
correspondingly drops sharply there. Figure 3 shows essential features of the potential drop

FIG. 3 Potential drop across the head gap for various 8-angles.  Note the clear deviation from linearity
(the dashed line) at 19 = 90î.

across the head gap for various inclination angles 0 at zero spacings. The smaller the e-angle,
the sharper is the drop. Note also the clear deviation from linearity (the dashed lines) of
the potential drop at 0 = 90î. By virtue of these features the Hx component of the field dis-

-_ _..
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FIG. 4 The distribution of H, field for several inclination angles, d = 0.10 g.

tribution is sharply peaked at low spacings. Characteristic features of the H, field distribu-
tion at spacings d = O.IOg and 0.05g are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The corresponding H,

fields are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7.
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FIG. 5 The distribution of H, field for several
inclination angles, d = 0.05g.

FIG. 6 The distribution of Hy field for several inclina:
tion angles, d = O.lOg.
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III. RECORDING PROCESSES

A. Longitudinal Mode
In the longitudinal recording mode, when the medium is traveling from right to left

over the asymmetric ring head, the shape of the left edge of the Hx component field, that is,
th field gradient, determines to a great extent the bit density that can be achieved. From

FIG. 7 The distribution of I-I,, field for several inclination angles, d = 0.05g.

the curves in Figs. 4 and 5, we obtain the field gradients (in unit of V,/gí)  at different
spacings and 0 angles as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1 The H, field gradient at several flying heights and inclination angles. The last
column contains those of a thin film head (p = g, d = 0.2g).

+o 90” 60” 45O 3o” 10° *
0.15g 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.1 5.4 2.0
O.lOg 3.2 4.9 5.8 6.5 10.6 3.2
0.05g 7.0 12 15 20 30.0 7.1

* H, field gradient values for a thin film head at a pole length equal to the gap length.

It is evident that the larger the inclination (0 small), the greater the field gradient, and
the higher is the bit density that can be achieved. For comparison, the H, component field
of a thin film head3 at pole length p equal to the gap width g is shown in Fig. 8. The
corresponding values of the field gradient are listed in the last column in Table 1. Clearly,

-__ __
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FIG. 8 The distribution of a thin film head Hx field at p=g, (from ref. 3).

the thin film head Hx field distribution is very similar to that of a conventional ring head (e
= 90î) .

.
B. Perpendicular Mode

Figures 6-7 show the H, component field at various inclination angles. The field dis-
tribution is relatively flat and broad at moderate spacings. At lower spacings, say d = O.O5g,
the field distribution turns much more sharply, becoming applicable for perpendicular
recording. When the medium is traveling from left to right, the bit density is dictated large-
ly by the edge field gradient generated from the right side of the HY field. The value of the
field gradient is 37SV,,  /g2  at 0 = loî,  23. lV,, /g2  at 30î and 11.5V, /g’ at 45î. Note that
the field distribution dips well below zero at 0 = 10î. This effect may well trigger mag-
netization reversal just recorded. The triggering field value H, is typically about HC. This
H,, value is detemined by the magnetic properties and-preparation procedures of the media
concerned. We denote the extremum value of the positive (negative) portion of the head
field by H,’  (H,). The triggering field HY ought to be subtantially smaller than H,,+, but
larger than H,-, in order for the system to be sound and operative. The coefficient of
effectiveness of a head against the variation of the medium property can be represented by
R = ( H +  -

Y
H;)/(H,’  + H,,-). For different 0 angles, the HY+, Hy- and R values are as

shown below:

e 90î 60î 45î 30î 10”
H; W, Is) 0.99 1.20 1.35 1.66 2.14
H; W, Is) 0.99 0.80 0.70 0.60 1.03
R 0 0.20 0.32 0.47 0.35

Thus an asymmetric head at 0 z 30î is better suited than at 6’ s 10î for perpendicular
recording.
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IV. REPRODUCING PROCESS

We consider the case of longitudinal reading process. When the recording medium with
an arctangent transition M(x - x0 ) = 2Mr-tan- travels over the head with a velocity v=
$$, the readback  voltage e( x0 ) may be ixpressed as

e(xo> - J:_ dV (4

I+( x---o  2-1a
(4)

Because the equipotential lines in the Z-plane are easily obtained by mapping the equipo-
tential lines in the W-plane as shown in Fig. 3, the readback voltage e(xO)  at different flying

/
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FIG. 9 Readbeck voltage versus 0 angle at d = O.O5g,  a = 0.05g.

heights and transition widths a can be easily calculated. Typical results are shown in Fig. 9.
Numerical values at small spacing (d = 0.05g) for signal halfwidth (in unit of g) for different
angles 0 are tabulated in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Signal halfwidth versus inclination angle for different transition widths (d = 0.05g).

It is apparent that the larger the inclination (smaller @), the narrower the signal half
width. Also, the smaller the transition width, the narrower the signal half width. The case
for the highest resolving power is one with the minimum transition width at the smallest 0
angle. The peak readback  voltages are as shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. Readback voltage versus inclination angle for different transition widths
(d = 0.05g).

a\O 90î 60î 45î 30î 10”
0.15g 2.2 2.5 2.7 3.1 3.9
O.lOg 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.6 4.8
0.05g 2.5 3.2 3.7 4.5 6.4

The Hx component field of a thin film head is similar to that of the symmetric ring
head, especially so within the gap region, as discussed in detail elsewhere3. The sensitivity
of the head is determined by the readback  peak voltage. From table 3 we see that a small
value of a in combination with small B is the best condition for high sensitivity in lon-
gitudinal mode. Table 4 summarizes the trend of the variation of the halfwidth and the peak
readback  voltages versus the inclination angles at d = O.l5g, a = 0.1 Og.

TABLE 4. Trend of signal halfwidth, peak readback  voltage at different inclination
angles (d = O.l5g, a = O.lOg).

8 90î 60î 45’ 30î 10’
half-width 1.22 1.14 1.04 0.90 0.65
,peak-value 2.02 2.21 2.39 2.63 3.23

Clearly, the asymmetric head has better characteristics required for recording at high
bit density than are possible for a symmetric head.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Head field distributions for asymmetric ring heads with several inclination angles have
been calculated. It is shown that both the Hx and HY components of field exhibit good be-
haviour conducive to high density recording when the inclination angle becomes large and
flying height becomes small. The Hx field shows a large field gradient near the outer edge of
the air gap where as the H, field shows a similar feature at the inner edge of the head gap.
When these characteristic features are combined, one should be able to improve sub-
stantially the signal halfwidth, peak signal level and head sensitivity. The Hx field is
especially suitable for longitudinal recording. For the HY field application, high-density
recording can be effectively achieved in perpendicular recording provided that the coefficent
of effectiveness is properly considered so as to optimize the performance.

.
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